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ABSTRACT

Enter your abstract here. This template is a guideline for preparing papers for MIJST. Abstract must be in between 150-250 words. The abstract must be written as one paragraph and should not contain displayed mathematical equations or tabular materials. Ensure that the abstract is well written, easy to understand, and is grammatically correct. Mixing American and British English will not be considered as a good writing. Abstract should reflect the structured abstract format. One or two lines as introduction. Three to four lines to explain the recent and relevant problems as problem statement. Two to three lines to present the main objectives of the research work. Four to five lines to explain the methodology, design, modeling of the system, and experimental setup of the research. Four to five lines should present the results and findings of the focused study or research work. Finally, two to three lines as conclusion. A good abstract is a short reflection of the whole work, its purposes, objectives to achieve, methodology, system design, modeling, outcomes of the study, and its applications in solving the real-life problems.

© 2020 MIJST. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION

This document is a template for latest Microsoft Office Word. Published paper or PDF version of this document can be used as guidelines in preparing MIJST manuscript. Suggestion is to download the electronic Word file (*.docx) from MIJST website to prepare manuscript by pasting the texts without changing the formatting of the template.

This template explains the style of MIJST manuscript in detail. A research manuscript may contain the following sections.

- INTRODUCTION
- MATERIALS AND METHODS (FOR RESEARCH PAPER)
- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
- CONCLUSIONS
- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
- REFERENCES

2. MANUSCRIPT FORMATTING

Manuscript formatting is very important which should be strictly followed by the authors. Formatting includes several points, which are shown in the following bullets points.

- Page formatting
- Text formatting

3. PAGE FORMATTING

Page formatting also can be said as page setup. It includes page size, page margin, header, and footer. Specifications for all the pages are presented below.

- Page size: A4
- Page margin: Top 0.7”; Bottom 0.6”; Inside 0.6”; Outside 0.6”
- Header: From top 0.3”
- Footer: From bottom 0.3”

MIJST, V. XX, No. XX, 2020
A. First Page Header
First page header of the manuscript will contain the MIJST logo (height: 0.8”; left aligned) and ‘MIJST’ (Font: Cambria; Size: 28; Color: Green; Bold) with full elaboration at the bottom of the text (Font: Cambria; Size: 9; Color: Green; Bold). There will be a blank line as the same style of the elaboration. There will also be a line bar at the bottom of the logo and text scattered from left end to right end of the margin.

B. Header of Second and Rest of the pages
Second and rest of the page headers of the manuscript will contain the ‘MIJST’ (height: 0.25” ; left aligned; Font: Cambria; Color: Green; Bold) and First Author Name (et al.) with the title of the manuscript (Font: Cambria; Size: 8; Italic). The author name and title could be one or two lines depending on the length of the title. There will be a line bar at the bottom of the texts scattered from left end to right end of the margin.

C. Footer of all the pages
Footer of all the pages will be in same format where volume and issue numbers will be at the left written in the format as “MIJST, V. XX, No. XX, 2020” (Font: Cambria; Size: 8; Italic) and the page number aligned at the right (Font: Cambria; Size: 8; Italic).

4. TEXT FORMATTING
Manuscript texts are characterized by several names based on the position of the texts. The text of the manuscript starts with the title of the manuscript and ends with the authors’ biography. Detail of the text formatting is presented in the next section.

5. STYLE OF THE TEXTS
Based on the different positions of the text(s), they can be classified as Title section, Abstract section, Body text, Acknowledgements, References, and Author biography.

A. Title Section
Title section of the manuscript includes Title of the manuscript, Authors’ names, Affiliations & associations, email addresses, and support/sponsor information. Detail explanation is presented below.

i. Title Style of the Manuscript
There will be a blank line at the beginning of the page, just before the title. Next line will contain the title itself. Title can be with in one or two lines. The title of the manuscript should be 18 points Cambria with capitalized each word, single line spacing, and 18 points line spacing after paragraph. Specifications can be presented as follows:

- A blank line (Font: Cambria, Size: 18, Line spacing: Single, Paragraph spacing: 0)
- Title (Font: Cambria, Size: 18, Line spacing: Single, Paragraph spacing: 18, Bold, capitalize each word, Justified)

ii. Authors’ Names
Immediate next line will contain Authors’ names. Each author name should contain a number as the superscript at the end of each name. Corresponding author must have an ‘*’ symbol with a number. Specifications can be presented as follows:


iii. Affiliations & Associations
Next multiple lines will contain the affiliation and association information of each author with the corresponding numbers as superscript at the beginning of each line. Specifications of the line style are presented below:

- Font: Cambria, Size: 9, Line spacing: Single, Paragraph spacing: 0, Align Left.

iv. E-mail Addresses
Next line will contain the e-mail addresses of the authors. The line will start with the text “emails:” (bold & not italic). Specifications of the line style are presented below:

- Font: Cambria, Size: 9, Line spacing: Single, Paragraph spacing: 6, Bold, capitalize each word, Align Left.

B. Abstract Section
Abstract section is basically a table with four rows, three columns, center aligned, and auto fit to window. There will be no vertical lines for the table. Second and third rows of third column should be merged for the abstract text. The width of the first column is 2”, width of the middle column (empty column) is 0.16”, and width of the third column is 4.9”. For each of the cells of the table, induction should be (“−0.07”) for both left and right.

i. Border Style
There will be bottom border (single line border) of the table. For each of the cells (except the empty cells), there should be top and bottom border (single line). There will be a top border (single line) for the last row containing the text “© 2019 MIJST. All rights reserved.” There will be no bottom border of the cell as well as the table.

ii. Cell Contents and Styles
First row will contain the headings; First row first column: “A R T I C L E I N F O” with single line border at bottom, and First row third column: “A B S T R A C T” with single line border at bottom. Font will be Cambria, front 10, Bold, Capitalize, left justified, extra space in between the characters, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: before & after 6.

Second row first column will contain four lines (article information) with extra empty lines at the beginning and the end. Style should be, Cambria, front 9, Italic, left justified, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: before & after 0.

Third row first column will contain Key-words/Key-phrases with extra empty lines at the beginning and the end. Style should be, Cambria, front 9, Left justified, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: before & after 0. The heading “Key-phrases” should be bold.

Second and third rows of the third column should be merged and will contain the abstract text (Cambria, front 10, justify, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: before & after 6).
Fourth row third column will contain the text “© 2019 MIJST. All rights reserved”, font as Cambria, front size 8, right aligned, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: before & after 0.

[Note: after the abstract section table, there should be two blank lines in single column formatted as: Times new roman, front size 10, single line spacing, paragraph spacing 0. Immediate after these two empty lines, two column body text will begin with the first level heading “1. INTRODUCTION”.]

C. Body Text and Styles

Body text will contain several points such as, First level heading, Second level heading, Third level heading, Paragraphs, Bullet and numbering styles, Figures, Tables, and Equations.

First level heading: Style of the first level heading will be, Cambria, front 10, Bold, left justified, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: after paragraph 6. First level heading should use the numbering format as 1., 2., 3., 4., … etc. Hanging of the first level heading is 0.25.

Second level heading: Style of the second level heading will be, Cambria, front 10, Bold, italic, left justified, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: 0. Second level heading should use the numbering format as A., B., C., D., … etc. Hanging of the second level heading is 0.25.

Third level heading: Style of the third level heading will be, Cambria, front 10, Bold, italic, left justified, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: 0. Second level heading should use the numbering format as i., ii., iii., iv., … etc. Hanging of the third level heading is 0.25, and indentation left is also 0.25.

Paragraph style: There should be no indentation or tab spacing at the beginning of any of the paragraph, if not necessary. Style of the paragraph will be, Times New Roman, front 10, justify, single line spacing, and Paragraph spacing: after paragraph 6.

Please avoid hyphenation at the end of a line. Symbols denoting vectors and matrices should be indicated in bold type in equation format. Scalar variable names should normally be expressed in italics. Weights and measures should be expressed in SI units. All non-standard abbreviations or symbols must be defined when first mentioned, or a glossary provided.

Bullets and Numbering Style: Style of the Bullets and Numbering will be, Times New Roman, front 10, justify, single line spacing, Paragraph spacing: after paragraph 6. Hanging of the Bullets and Numbering style is 0.25, and indentation left is also 0.25. In the Paragraph window of the Word Document, it is mandatory to select “Don’t add space between paragraphs of same style” for Bullets and Numbering style.

Figures: Figures and artworks are the most important part of a good manuscript. It is very important to provide high quality images with clear readable texts. Figures must be unique and produced by the authors in preparing their manuscripts. If any image or artwork are taken from other sources, authors must have proper permission to use it in their text with proper in text citation. A figure or image can be paste in two or one column format. The title of the figure should be written just at the next line of the figure.

Explanation or description of the figure should appear in the writings before the figure is paste in the manuscript. Figures should be numbered as, Figure 1; Figure 2; Figure 3; … etc.

It is mandatory to use necessary texts to present X & Y axes, Legends, etc. For the in text use of figure, please use “Figure #” with the capital ‘F’ for the word ‘Figure’. For example, Figure 1 presents the experimental results CoP-CoM trajectory patterns of bipedal robot for forward walking (Akhhtaruzzaman et al., 2017).

Figure title should be start with “Figure #:” in bold format. Rest of the title text will be in normal case (not bold). Figure and figure title must be aligned at the center position. There should be a clone (:) after the figure number. Please remember that figure must be pest “in line with the text”. Figure should not cross the boundary of the page margin. Style of the figure and figure title are presented below.

- Font: Cambria
- Font size: 9
- Line spacing: Single
- Paragraph spacing: After 6
- Title heading (Figure #): Bold
- Rest of the text: Normal
- Alignment: Center

![Figure 1](image.png)

Figure 1: CoP-CoM trajectory patterns of bipedal robot for forward walking (experimental) (Akhhtaruzzaman et al., 2017)

Tables: Tables are also one of the most important parts of a good manuscript. The style of the tables should be followed very carefully. A table can be presented in two column format or in single column format if necessary. Font size of the table text could be 8 to 10 points depending on the necessity. A table should be center aligned and fit with the window.

Title of a table should be written just before (top) the table when it is presented. Table should fit with the window and should not cross the page margin. Table should be “in line of the text” and center aligned. Table title also must be center aligned. A table must be presented in table format, not in image or other.

Table title should start with “Table #” in bold format. Rest of the title text will be in normal case (not bold). There should not be any clone (:) or dot (.) after the table number. If any table or table data are taken from other sources, authors must have proper permission to use it in their text with proper in text citation. For example, Table 1 presents...
the muscle groups involved in knee joint movements (Akhtaruzzaman et al., 2016).

First line of the table title should contain “Table #” in bold format where the number should be as Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, etc. There will be single line spacing and before paragraph 6 points spacing. Font will be, Cambria 9 points, center aligned.

Next line should be the title of the table. There will be single line spacing and after paragraph 6 points spacing. Font will be, Cambria 9 points, center aligned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knee Movements</th>
<th>Muscle groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexion (135°)</td>
<td>1. Rectus femoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension (0°-15°)</td>
<td>2. Vastus lateralis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Vastus medialis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral Rotator</td>
<td>1. Biceps femoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee Medial Rotation (10°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee Lateral Rotation (10°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equations: Equations and formulae should be typed in Math-type (Equation format) and numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals in parentheses on the right aligned of the column (if referred to explicitly in the text). The equations should also be separated from the surrounding text by paragraph spacing 6 points. Each equation must be presented in text with proper explanation. If the equation is copied from other sources, proper in text citation should be presented. For example: Equation (1) presents the State Space (SS) model of a rotary inverted pendulum (Akhtaruzzaman & Shafie, 2010). All the terms of an equation must be presented with proper definition.

$$\begin{bmatrix} \dot{\theta} \\ \dot{\alpha} \\ \ddot{\alpha} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{b}{E} & -\frac{c}{E} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \theta \\ \alpha \\ \ddot{\alpha} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ \frac{\eta m L K g K \theta}{R_{mE}} \end{bmatrix} V_m$$

(1)

7. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Author should present experimental setup in detail at this section with necessary diagrams, images, and flow charts.

8. RESULT ANALYSIS
Author must present valid results, analysis, and discussions at this section. Benchmarking also can be presented at this section.

9. COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE INSTRUCTIONS
All authors are required to complete the MIJST license transfer agreement before the article can be published. This transfer agreement enables MIJST to protect the copyrighted material for the authors but does not relinquish the authors’ proprietary rights. The copyright transfer covers the exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute the article, including reprints, photographic reproductions, microfilm or any other reproductions of similar nature and translations. Authors are responsible for obtaining from the copyright holder, the permission to reproduce any figures for which copyright exists.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Authors must acknowledge any contribution, support, funding, or other at this section. Acknowledgements heading
should be left justified, bold, capitalized, Cambria, font 10. These headings should not have any number. Text under the acknowledgement should be same as the paragraph style of the manuscript.

REFERENCES


Reference heading must be left justified, bold, capitalized, Cambria, and font size 10. These headings should not have any number. List of the references should be styled as Times New Roman, font size 9, line spacing single, paragraph spacing 6 (after paragraph), and no spacing in between same style of paragraph. There should be no indentation but hanging at 0.25".

References to other publications must comply with APA 7th reference style formatting and carefully check for completeness, accuracy, and consistency. Each reference must be cited in the main text. Similarly, any referee cited in the text must be listed in this section. Please avoid excessive referencing. The bibliography must be formatted correctly before submission.

Only articles and abstracts that have been published or are in press, or are available through public e-print/preprint servers, may be cited; unpublished abstracts, unpublished data and personal communications should not be included in the reference list, but may be included in the text. Notes/footnotes are not allowed. Obtaining permission to quote personal communications and unpublished data from the cited author(s) is the responsibility of the author. Citations in the reference list should contain all named authors, following the APA 7th reference style, regardless of how many there are. However, there should usually be no more than 50 references per article. Note that authenticated websites may be used as the reference with proper format.

In text citation should be as: (Adams, 2006) using the first named author's name or (Adams & Brown, 2006) citing both names of two authors, and (Adams et al., 2006) when there are three or more authors. At the end of the paper a reference list in alphabetical order should be supplied. If you quote directly from an author you need to include the page or paragraph number of the quote in your in-text reference like (Smith & Bruce, 2018, pp. 25-26). Please use ‘&’ instead of ‘and’ for reference list and in text reference formatting.

Below are some examples of most common types of documents’ reference styles which could be followed while including references in a manuscript.

Books:


Book chapters:


Journal articles:


Conference Proceedings:


Patents:


Theses/Dissertations:


Internet Documents:
